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The cold chain logistics distribution industry not only demands all goods can be timely distribution but also requires to reduce the
entire logistics transportation cost as far as possible, and distribution vehicle route optimization is the key problem of cold chain
logistics transportation cost calculation. The traditional optimization method spends a lot of time to search so that it is tough to
ﬁnd the globally optimal path approach, which results in higher distribution costs and lower eﬃciency. To solve the abovementioned problems, a cold logistics distribution path optimization solution, ground on an improved ant colony optimization
algorithm (IACO) is formulated. Specially, other constraints, e.g., the transport time factor, transport cooling factor, and mean
road patency factor, can be added to the uniﬁed IACO. Meanwhile, the updating mode of traditional pheromone is improved to
limit the maximum and minimum pheromone concentration on the road and change the path selection transfer probability. The
simulation results and experiment make clear that the IACO algorithm is lower than the chaotic-simulated annealing ant colony
algorithm (CSAACO) and the traditional ACO algorithm in terms of convergence speed, logistics transportation distance, and
logistics delivery time. At the same time, we have successfully obtained the optimal logistics distribution path, which can provide
valuable reference information for improving the economic beneﬁts of cold chain logistics enterprises.

1. Introduction
With the increasing exploitation of the modern economy,
advanced science, and information technology, the existing
online shopping paradigm has gradually become an indispensable way of life for people. This shopping mode not only
greatly facilitates people’s life but also drives the mushroom
growth of the emerging logistics industry paradigm. As the
“third beneﬁt source,” logistics has an increasingly obvious
impact on economic development, and more and more
enterprises have joined logistics, which has gradually become one of the industries with ﬁerce competition [1–3].
Logistics distribution broadly refers to the logistics campaigns of selecting, processing, casing, partitive, and gathering materials within a certain area according to the needs
of users and delivers them to the places designated by users
on time [4, 5]. In the process of logistics and transportation,
the research objectives of scholars are to reduce the logistics
cost of enterprises, shorten transportation time, further

enhance the character of transportation service, and obtain
the optimal route of transportation. How to realize scientiﬁc
logistics distribution is a very complicated and crucial
problem that every logistics enterprise must face [6]. Logistics enterprises need to realize the goal of low cost and
high eﬃciency in the transportation process.
As a result of the late start disadvantages of domestic
logistics in the current situation, the research time of
emerging logistics distribution path design is relatively short.
At ﬁrst, the driver mainly plans the optimal logistics distribution path with his own experience. Due to the lack of
scientiﬁc guidance, the obtained logistics distribution path is
not the optimal one, with low logistics distribution eﬃciency
and high logistics distribution cost.
The key issue to the vehicle routing problem (VRP) lies
in the optimization of the whole logistics system [7, 8].
Meanwhile, the problem mentioned above is NP-hard
problem [8]. With the increase of quantity distribution of
goods, the traditional path planning algorithm is not in a
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relatively short period to get access to the ﬁrst-rank solution
through the system to choose the high-point conveying path
distribution vehicle. Optimizing the vehicle scheduling and
arranging delivery vehicle distribution order can reduce the
distance of the vehicle and the rate of empty. Only when the
number of customer nodes and lines is smaller, can the exact
solution be obtained. However, when the scale of the
problem increases, the exact solution will take a long time
and have a low eﬀect. On the other hand, the man-machine
interaction method requires managers to have enough
professional knowledge of logistics distribution and will
increase the randomness of vehicle distribution route selection. Generally, heuristic algorithm should be adopted to
solve this kind of problems. This algorithm, referring to the
continuous induction, analysis, and reasoning of the experience, has been solved for speciﬁc problems, and the
method to solve this kind of problems is generated. The goal
is to get the satisfactory solution or optimal solution of the
global problem with an appropriate cost, which not only
saves time but also meets the actual requirements of users.
Because of the advantages of high eﬃciency and simple
implementation, heuristic algorithms, e.g., grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm [9], chaos particle swarm optimization (CPSO) [10], genetic algorithm (GA) [11], ﬁreﬂy
algorithm (FA) [12], and ant colony optimization (ACO)
[13], have attracted wide attention in the ﬁeld of optimization research and developed very fast in the recent years.
It can be seen from the existing studies, considering the
ACO algorithm, that there are two problems in the cold
chain logistics path scheduling and optimization. On the one
hand, there are few studies on the speciﬁc application requirements of the ACO algorithm in the cold chain logistics
path optimization, ignoring the inﬂuence of the algorithm
itself on the optimization accuracy and convergence speed.
On the other hand, the constraint conditions of path optimal
scheduling are too simple to meet the requirements of
optimization accuracy under the current complex road
conditions. Aiming at the existing problems in the current
research, this paper proposes an improved ant colony optimization (IACO) algorithm-based cold chain logistics
distribution scheduling and optimization method to reduce
cold chain logistics transportation cost and improve
transportation eﬃciency from the perspective of the
transport time factor, transport cooling factor, and mean
road patency factor.

2. Related Works
The ACO is a population intelligent optimization algorithm,
which can acquire the typical shortest path between demand
nest and food via using the parallel mechanism of positive
feedback and the cooperation between ants. This algorithm
not only has the advantages of good parallelism and fast
solving speed but also has an excellent performance in path
optimization and task assignment. Therefore, the ACO algorithm has attracted extensive attention in the ﬁeld of
optimization research and developed very fast in the recent
years, from the perspective of medical logistics distribution,
agricultural products logistics distribution, port logistics
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ship transportation path, and supermarket logistics distribution, as well as cold chain logistics distribution.
Based on analyzing the characteristics of medical logistics distribution, the literature [14] put forward reasonable assumptions and constraints of the mathematical model
of pharmaceutical logistics and constructed the objective
function of optimizing the distribution path. Because of the
strong ability to acquire better solutions, the ACO paradigm
is utilized to reoptimize the objective function. Simulation
results demonstrate the higher eﬃcacy of the proposed
scheduling algorithm. With the gradual improvement of
residents’ requirements for food quality, the literature [15]
optimized fresh agricultural products logistics distribution
routes, which can save costs and build up the operating
potency of relevant enterprises. The ﬁrst study of fresh
agricultural products distribution route optimization model
presented VRP and vehicle routing problem with time
windows (VRPTW) paradigm then completed the fresh
agricultural products logistics distribution path clustering
GA optimization design and ﬁnally given optimization
clustering GA implementation steps. MATLAB was used to
complete the experimental design, study the external similarity of fresh agricultural products transportation, analyze
the clustering results of logistics distribution and obtaining
the path within the group, and conduct the performance test.
The results show that this method can scientiﬁcally conﬁgure
the logistics route, step up the number of fresh transport
vehicles, and improve the full load rate. After the traditional
port logistics ship transportation path optimization, the ship
transportation cost is very high and the transportation time
is too long. Aiming at the abovementioned problems, a new
method of port ship transport path optimization was studied
in the literature [16] by using artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
algorithm, and the optimization problem was solved
through two stages of ship distribution and customer
management. The results show that the method based on an
AI algorithm can eﬀectively reduce transportation costs and
shorten transportation time. Distribution is an important
link in logistics, build up the potency of distribution, dramatically reduce logistics costs, and improve the quality of
service (QoS). Therefore, it is necessary to choose line optimization. Combined with the characteristics of supermarket logistics distribution, the total transport distance
minimum model was established in the literature [17], and
simulated annealing (SA) algorithm was used to solve the
scheduling problem. The achieved results show that the path
scheme was shortened from 131.29 km of the initial random
scheme to 71.294 km of the optimal solution via the SA
algorithm. The path scheme was conducive to reducing the
logistics distribution cost and has reference signiﬁcance for
the path selection of supermarket logistics distribution.
Aiming at the distribution eﬃciency and cost of fresh
products cold chain logistics distribution, an ACO-based
optimization scheduling method for the distribution planning of low carbon cold chain logistics is proposed in the
literature [18]. The cold chain logistics model was constructed by adding carbon emission cost and goods damage
cost, which considered transportation cost, ﬁxed cost, cold
preservation cost, and time scheduling cost. The simulation
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results show that the integration of the GA paradigm and the
standard ACO algorithm, the optimization algorithm, has
faster convergence speed and higher solution accuracy.
Based on the existing researches, there are two problems
in the intelligent logistics path scheduling optimization,
considering ACO algorithm: (1) there are few types of research on the speciﬁc application requirements of ant colony
algorithm taking into the intelligent logistics path optimization consideration, ignoring the clear inﬂuence of the
scheduling algorithm itself on the optimization accuracy and
convergence speed; (2) the constraint conditions for path
optimization are too simple to meet the requirements of
optimization accuracy under the current complex road
conditions. Aiming at the existing problems in the present
research, this paper proposes an intelligent logistics distribution path optimization method based on an improved ant
colony algorithm.
Aiming at the problems of low solving eﬃciency and
high solving error rate in the current cold chain logistics
distribution path scheduling and design methods, to build
up the success rate of logistics distribution path formulation
as shown in Figure 1, an optimal logistics distribution path
design method based on IACO algorithm was proposed. The
eﬀectiveness of the IACO algorithm in optimal logistics
distribution path design is analyzed through a concrete
example, which considers constraints based on transport
time, transport cost, refrigeration cost, and average road
patency degree.

3. VRP Problem and Modeling
VRP is an important research object in the process of cold
chain logistics distribution optimization. The vehicle path
optimization problem is clearly deﬁned as an NP-hard
problem [7, 8]. With the increasing number of goods distributions, the traditional exact optimization scheduling
algorithm and heuristic optimization scheduling algorithm
cannot get the optimal yet achievable solution in such a short
time. Therefore, the bionic optimization algorithm, regarded
as a fast-developing direction in solving combinatorial
optimization problems in recent years, is needed to deal with
this category of combinatorial optimization paradigm. For
example, ACO algorithm is a computer simulation algorithm for biological foraging behavior in nature, which has
the features of parallelism, robustness emergence, and
evolution, and will become an important method to solve the
distribution path problem. Most logistics distribution path
scheduling optimization can achieve a certain goal, e.g., the
shortest delivery time, the shortest delivery path length, or
the lowest delivery cost, and meet some constraints, e.g., the
maximum vehicle load, and the end of delivery time. For
customers with diﬀerent distribution points, ﬁnding the
most scientiﬁc and reasonable logistics distribution path
includes many key reasons, e.g., distribution center, distribution vehicles, and customer points.
Logistics distribution VRP paradigm can be depicted as
follows: considering that a certain number of customer
points N each with a diﬀerent number of goods demand gi ,
a distribution center to provide customers the goods, a
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vehicle team M, is responsible for the goods distribution,
capacity of distribution vehicle group q is the appropriate
route scheduling, intending to achieve satisﬁed customers,
and certain constraints, e.g., the shortest distance, the
smallest cost, and the least time-consuming. VRP involves
many elements, the most important of which are target and
constraint. The main goals of VRP are to minimize the total
transportation cost, decrease the total distribution mileage
of distributed vehicles, and minimize the number of distributed vehicles, maximize the level of customer service
and other goals. Meanwhile, the constraints of VRP mainly
include vehicle capacity constraints, delivery mileage
constraints, task time window constraints, vehicle departure time constraints, distribution sequence constraints,
the total number of vehicle constraints, vehicle type constraints, return vehicle yard constraints, set delivery type
constraints, and customer cargo type constraints. The
following assumptions are made in the construction of the
mathematical model: distribution center, the location is
ﬁxed; there is only one distribution center, which is responsible for all the distributions of vehicle scheduling.
Distribution vehicles, onboard capacity, driving speed, and
maximum driving distance are the same, and onboard
capacity is greater than the customer demand for goods.
The distribution vehicles start and end at the same distribution center, and the routes passed by the distribution
vehicles cannot be repeated. Customer points, the location
coordinates of all customer points, service time, priority,
and quantity demanded are known. Therefore, the required
number of distribution vehicles is represented as follows:
N g
M �  i�1 i  + 1,
σ·q

(1)

where σ is a constant depending on constraint condition
such as the complexity of goods loading and unloading and
varying in the interval of (0, 1). In general, the parameter
σ � 0.85 is applied in this paper. In the whole model, based
on the symbol deﬁnition in Table 1, the costs mathematical
model of cold chain logistics distribution path selection is
established.
min C �    Cij · Yijk ;
i

s.t.

j

k

 Gi · Xki ≤ gi ,

i � 1, 2, . . . , M,

i

 Yki � 1,

i � 1, 2, . . . , M,

i

 Xkijk � Yki ,

(2)
i � 0, 1, . . . , M,

j

 Ykijk � Ykj ,

j � 0, 1, . . . , M,

i

X � Xijk ∈ S, Xijk ∈ {0, 1}, Yki ∈ {0, 1},
where i and j represent the index of the customer point, and
k denotes the index of the delivery vehicle. The vehicle k
visits the customer i only once, the cargo demand volume of
the customer point i is gi , and the total amount of customer
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Figure 1: Framework of the proposed action quality assessment.

Table 1: Symbol deﬁnition.
Symbol
Xik
Yijk
Cij
gi
Gi

Description
The delivery of customer point i is completed by the delivery vehicle k
Distribution vehicle k travels from customer point i to customer point j
All shipping costs from customer point i to customer point j
Customer point i demand capacity
Customer point actual volume of traﬃc

demand cannot exceed the maximum capacity of all vehicles
in the distribution center. In conclusion, the logistics distribution scheduling and route optimization problem are a
typical set of combined optimization paradigm. ACO algorithm is a category of the problem, which can be resolved
by the positive feedback and distributed collaborative
heuristic search algorithm, and always looks for a source
from the food to the nest of the short circuit. This process is
quite similar to the logistics distribution route optimization
problem. Therefore, to introduce change into the ACO algorithm, resolve it.

4. Improved Ant Colony Algorithm-Based
Optimal Logistics Distribution
4.1. Traditional Ant Colony Algorithm. The ACO algorithm
is regarded as an AI optimization model that simulates the
behavior of natural ant colonies in their search for food,
which shows that the ant can choose the route according to
the pheromone secreted by the preceding ant, and the
probability of the route to the food source is proportional to
the pheromone intensity secreted on the route. Therefore, a
feedback phenomenon of information will be formed in the
path of ants, i.e., the more the ants choose a certain path, the
more the pheromones are left on the path, and the more

likely the subsequent ants will choose this path to ﬁnd the
shortest path.
Through experts researching for years, the application of
ACO algorithm has made great research advance and extensive role in various engineering ﬁelds. The algorithm with
slower speed of convergence is tending to split up into local
optimal solution, and other shortcomings can be resolved
via the improvement of local pheromone updating rule,
dynamic adjustment of related parameters and optimum
combination, and global update strategy implementation
algorithm optimization to improve the convergence speed of
ant colony algorithm, enhance the global search randomness, and signiﬁcantly inhibit the algorithm appear premature phenomenon.
Suppose in the moment of t, the total amount of ants
arriving at the node i is Bi (t), then the total amount of ants
for n nodes (i.e., customer point number) is m � ni�1 Bi (t).
Also, the distance between node i and node j is dij . Initially,
all the routes have no ant crawling, and the initial pheromone is the same, namely, μij � C, where μij (t) refers to the
pheromone concentration on the scheduling route between
node i and node j at any time t, and ηij (t) is the heuristic
information function corresponding to the distribution
route Rij . Then, at the time t, the path transition probability
of ant k on a node i to the node j is
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α
β
⎪
⎧
μij (t) · ηij (t)
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
α
β
⎨
Pkij (t) � ⎪ s∈allowed(k) μis (t) · ηis (t)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,
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j ∈ allowed(k),

other.
(3)

4.2. Improved Ant Colony Algorithm. The prior yet promising ACO paradigm has many advantages, e.g., strong
robustness, positive feedback algorithm, and ease to
combine with other algorithms. However, the traditional
ACO approach also inevitably takes possession of some
defects, e.g., it is easy to split up into the local optimal
solution, which leads to the phenomenon of search stops,
and it needs to search for a long time, when resolving the
prior problem of NP-hard, traditional ACO approach for
the optimal solution, considering faster speed and higher
eﬃciency, which will be relatively low in the application of
traditional ACO paradigm for an optimal path in the
process of logistics transportation, and a common method
is to solve the cold chain logistics transportation, the
shortest distance between the starting point to ﬁnish path
length is used to measure the merits of the solution.
However, in the process of logistics scheduling, it will be an
urge to consider the selected road of the average degree of
free distribution, e.g., the cost of transportation and
shipping time. Therefore, the choice of the road is more
than one constraint conditions for the optimal solution of
the problem, which considers the standard ACO algorithm,
jointly considering multiple constraint conditions of the
optimal path selection of IACO, the existing ACO based on
heuristic function, and pheromone update methods while
using the one node to the endpoint of the IACO inspired by
the distance function.
The improved ant colony algorithm enhances the
pheromone updating mode by using the constraint function
model, which consisted of the material ﬂow transport time
factor, the logistics transport cost factor, and the road average mobility factor, so that the logistics transport time is
shorter, the transport route is shorter, and the transport
eﬃciency is higher. Heuristic function in traditional ACO
algorithm is ηij (t), which ignores the ant traverse direction
guidance; its value is only considering the reciprocal of the
distance between two nodes 1/dij . Because of the ignorance
of direction for the inspiration function, it is easily leading to
traverse the ants tending to step in the process of the optimization of the shortest and deviate from the direction of
the whole optimization, which is limited to the local optimal
shortest path rather than the whole. Toward this end, this
paper takes into full consideration the distance relationship
between the ant’s current position, historical position, and
future traversal position and improves the heuristic function
as follows:
ηij (t) �

1
,
Li + dij + djp

(4)

where Li presents the total length of the path that the ant has
traveled to the node i. The ant leaves behind pheromones
throughout the journey, and when all the ants have completed a round, the ant releases pheromones around the
route, depending on the length of the path it has constructed.
Therefore, after each round of movement, relevant information brought by ants should be updated. The pheromone
update rule of each path can be deﬁned as follows:
μij (t + 1) � (1 − ρ)μij (t) + Δμij ,

(5)

where Δμij � m
k�1 Δμij (k) deﬁnes the pheromone enhancement located on the scheduling path during this iteration and Δμij (k) further deﬁnes the pheromone quantity
left on the path by the ant k in this iteration. The volatile
coeﬃcient ρ is used to describe the persistence of pheromone
quantity [13]. Since the ﬁxed value method cannot reﬂect the
characteristics of the ACO algorithm, the adaptive variable
value method is adopted in this paper to accelerate the
convergence speed and reduce the probability of premature
convergence, speciﬁcally as follows, where Iterationcur denotes the number of current iterations and Iterationmax
represents the number of maximum iterations:
0.2,
⎪
⎧
⎪
⎨
ρ � ⎪ 0.4,
⎪
⎩
0.6,

Iterationcur ∈ 0, 0.25 · Iterationmax ,
Iterationcur ∈ 0.25 · Iterationmax , 0.75 · Iterationmax ,
Iterationcur ∈ 0.75 · Iterationmax , Iterationmax .

(6)
The optimal solution obtained by the classical optimization algorithm is the local minimum near the given initial
value, which is not the minimum from the global point of
view. Naturally, it is easy to remind of ﬁnding the local
minimum through multiple initial points and then ﬁnding
the global minimum among multiple local minimum values.
Based on the process proposed in [13], the optimal path
considers the selection of several key factors, e.g., road
transport time costs an average of the unobstructed degree to
quickly obtain the optimal solution, transport cost factor
average road unobstructed degree factor, and then transform
the model into the standard ant colony algorithm, and ﬁnally
achieve the path of the constraint conditions based on realtime updates and dynamic selection, guide choice of logistics
transportation toward the optimal path, and get the optimal
solution more precisely.
In the analysis of the basic ACO approach, it is found that
there are two pheromone updating strategies, i.e., real-time
updating and global updating. The former means that the ant
renovates the pheromone of the scheduling path immediately
after it gets from one node to another. The latter means that
the ant updates pheromones along the path only after it has
traversed all the nodes. Compared with these two methods, a
global updating strategy can accelerate the convergence speed
rapidly. At present, many studies have shown that global
update has a good eﬀect. Meanwhile, there are some defects.
For example, global update in this method usually converges
too early, and many ants will quickly converge on the same
path so that a better solution cannot be found and obtained,
i.e., it falls into the local optimal solution situation. During
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pheromone updating, the system usually only updates the
pheromone of the ants that ﬁnds the optimal path. The ant
pheromone update usually can use the following two ways,
one is to ﬁnd the best performing in the process of circulation
of ants; this way is usually slow convergence speed, not too
early lead to rapid convergence to a certain path. The ant will
continue to ﬁnd a new path, and it is easier to ﬁnd a better path.
The other way is to ﬁnd the ants with the best performance in
the whole operation. This updating method can rapidly improve the convergence speed and obtain a better solution, but it
also prevents the ant colony from searching for a better solution, which makes the entire ant colony easily trapped in a
relatively poor path. Therefore, this paper proposes a new
hybrid update pheromone strategy, which is in the process of
searching previous cycle, using the iterative optimal method of
pheromone update in time. This pheromone update is to ﬁnd
out the best in the circle of ants; this method is usually easy to
ﬁnd many more optimal solutions, which can eﬀectively avoid
premature of an ant colony in the poor solution. After multiple
cycles (in this case, ten cycles) are completed, the updates are
then performed using the global optimal solution, i.e., pheromone updates are performed using the ants that have the best
performance of the entire operation. After mixing pheromone
update rule was adopted, the algorithm will converge to the
optimal solution concentration, thus can also ﬁnd a more
feasible solution, and can continue to search for other, more
optimal solution and keep the fast convergence speed and can
be used eﬀectively to overcome a single global update which is
easy to appear prematurely into a locally optimal solution.
4.2.1. Logistics Transport Time Factor, Ftime (j). The penalty
cost of delivery time is related to the paradigm that whether
the delivery vehicle meets the time window of the distribution point. Part of the penalty cost is the loss cost of an
early arrival and waiting when the delivery vehicle arrives
before the time window required by the distribution point.
The other part is when the delivery vehicle arrives after the
required time window at the distribution point, resulting in
the penalty cost of delay. Then, the time penalty cost is
T(j)
⎪
⎧
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
⎨ Tmax (j)
Ftime (j) � ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,

T(j) < Tmax (j);
(7)
otherwise,

where Tmax (j) represents the upper limit of the maximum
estimated time allowed for logistics in road transportation,
and T(j) represents the actual time required for logistics
transportation. Ftime (j) is the factor of logistics transportation time and represents the ratio between the actual
transportation time of logistics to the node j and the estimated maximum time. The larger the ratio is, the longer the
actual transport time is.
4.2.2. Logistics Transport Cooling Factor, Fcool (j). The main
purpose of refrigeration is to maintain a constant temperature to ensure the freshness of fresh products. Suppose that
the refrigeration cost mainly includes the cost of keeping the

carriage temperature constant in the transportation process
of distribution vehicles, the cost of an early arrival and
waiting of distribution vehicles, and the cost of the lateness
of distribution vehicles. For simplicity, transportation cost is
usually related to the price of the product and fuel consumption caused by the multivehicles. Importantly, the
longer the vehicle travels, the higher the distribution cost will
be. Let the cooling cost be formulated by the ratio of the
actual cooling cost C(j) and maximum estimated cooling
cost Cmax (j) as follows:
C(j)
⎪
⎧
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
⎨ Cmax (j)
Fcool (j) � ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,

C(j) < Cmax (j);
(8)
otherwise.

4.2.3. Mean Road Patency Factor, Fpatency (j). Traﬃc performance index (TPD) is an index that comprehensively
reﬂects the unblocked conditions of regional traﬃc roads
[19, 20]. This index was proposed in the urban road traﬃc
operation evaluation index system, and the ratio between the
actual speed and the standard speed is used to reﬂect the
traﬃc congestion level. The driving speed of the vehicle will
be divided according to the TPI standard and the average
speed when the road is clear will be the benchmark to
calculate the driving speed range of the vehicle. When
calculating the driving time of a vehicle, it can be divided
into two situations: considering and ignoring the smooth
condition of the road. If the smooth condition of the road is
not taken into account, it is assumed that the vehicle can
keep the standard speed at a constant speed without hindrance, and the driving time can be obtained by comparing
the driving distance with the speed. If the road condition is
considered, the traveling speed of the vehicle needs to be
calculated by TPD to calculate the traveling time. The mean
road patency factor Fpatency (j) can be represented as follows:
P(j)
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
⎨ Pmax (j)
Fpatency (j) � ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,

P(j) < Pmax (j);
(9)
otherwise,

where Fpatency (j) represents the ratio between the patency
degree of the route from logistics to the node j and the
lowest tolerance of patency degree of vehicle driving road.
The larger the ratio in equation (9), the larger probability the
distribution vehicle chooses this route. P(j) represents the
patency degree of the route to the node j, and Pmax (j) is the
minimum tolerance for road patency of a vehicle. In all, the
logistics transport cost factor Fcost (j) can be deﬁned as
follows:
Fcost (j) � ω · Ftime (j) + ξ · Fcool (j) + ψ · Fpatency (j),
(10)
where ω, ξ, and ψ deﬁne the weight coeﬃcients of time,
cooling, and average road patency in the process of logistics
transportation to the node j, respectively. To increase the
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speed of convergence for the algorithm, the worst path of the
mass path is weakened, a penalty factor is added to reduce
the probability of its being selected, and pheromone concentration on the better-quality path is enhanced to make
the ant choose the better-quality path. The pheromone
updating formula in the standard ACO algorithm based on
equation (5) formulation is improved as follows:
μ∗ij (t + 1) �

(1 − ρ)μij (t) + Δμij
.
Fcost (j)

(11)

To build up the convergence speed of this algorithm, the
quality path-based worst path is weakened, and the penalty
factor is added to reduce the probability of its being selected
and increase the pheromone concentration on the stronger
and better-quality path leads the ant to choose the betterquality path. The pheromone renovation in standard ant
colony algorithm occurs locally. Substituting equations (4)
and (11) into equation (3), the path transition probability of
ant k on node i to node j for the IACO approach is deﬁned as

α
β
⎪
⎧
(1 − ρ)μij (t) + Δμij /Fcost (j) · 1/Li + dij + djp 
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
α
β
⎪
⎨
(1 − ρ)μij (t) + Δμij /Fcost (j) · 1/Li + dij + djp 
k
s∈allowed(k)
Pij (t) � ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,

The steps to solve the optimal logistics distribution path
of IACO algorithm are represented in Algorithm 1.

5. Results and Discussion
Through the above introduction of algorithm improvement
and detailed process, this experiment will use test data to
simulate the IACO scheduling paradigm and analyze the test
results to evaluate the quality of the improved algorithm for
cold chain logistics.
5.1. Environmental Setting. The operating platform of the
simulation system is characterized by a CPU capacity of
2.6GMHz, a memory size of 4 GB and OS mode of Windows 7.
To analyze the performance of the optimal cold chain logistics
distribution path design method based on the proposed IACO
algorithm, considering transport time factor, transport cooling
factor, and mean road patency factor, MATLAB software is
used to realize the simulation test. The key parameter settings of
IACO are interpreted in Table 2.
It is known that a logistics company, only one distribution center, has 8 distribution vehicles, the maximum load
resource of each vehicle is 10 T, and the maximum driving
distance of each vehicle is 500 km, and it needs to provide
resource services for 30 customer points at the same time.
The basic information and location of the logistics distribution center and customers are shown in Figure 2.
5.2. Results and Analysis. The proposed IACO algorithm,
existing CSAACO algorithm, and traditional ACO algorithm are diﬀusely used to solve the optimal path of logistics
vehicles. Five simulation experiments were conducted to
calculate the optimal logistics distribution path length for
each experiment, and the results are shown in Figure 3. Each
experiment can be conducted under diﬀerent situations. More
specially, the number varying from 1 to 5 represents the
customer points varying from 8 to 12. Besides, it can be seen
from Figure 3 that the average length of the optimal logistics

j ∈ allowed(k),
(12)
other.

distribution path of IACO is 111 km. The ACO algorithm’s
average length of optimal logistics distribution scheduling
path is 114.7 km. Meanwhile, the average length of the optimal logistics distribution path of the CSAACO algorithm is
114.5 km. In addition, the IACO algorithm can obtain a better
logistics distribution path, improve logistics distribution
speed, reduce the time transmission cost of logistics distribution, and have higher practical application value. As shown
in Figure 3, the optimal path length of the IACO algorithm is
reduced by 3.7 km and 3.5 km compared with ACO and
CSAACO, respectively. Importantly, the total number of iterations for each experiment to ﬁnd the optimal logistics
distribution path is represented as follows: IACO: 60, 58, 52,
54, 57; CSAACO: 74, 75, 74, 79, 73; ACO: 77, 79, 76, 78, 76.
Compared with the ACO algorithm and the CSAACO
scheduling paradigm, the average optimal path time of the
IACO paradigm is shortened by 258000 s and 15000 s, respectively. When customer scale in 100∼200, task time of the
algorithm for the conventional ACO algorithm, CSAACO
algorithm, and the proposed IACO in this paper are not so
obvious, with increasing customer scale, under the condition
of the scale of performing the same task, the time of the
IACO algorithm is far lower than the CSAACO and ACO
algorithms. This algorithm can make up for the CSAACO
algorithm and the ACO algorithm optimization time longer
due to faster speed. Compared with ACO and CSAACO, the
path distance of the IACO algorithm is reduced by 25000 m
and 5800 m, respectively. When the customer task scale is
100, the distance of the proposed algorithm is about 2650 m
shorter than that of the CSAACO algorithm. Compared with
the prior ACO algorithm, the scheduling distance of the
reformative algorithm is shortened by about 5 km. Moreover, with the increase in scale, the gap is gradually widening. The envisioned IACO algorithm shows more obvious
advantages and has better path optimization ability.
The above experimental results make clear that the IACO
scheduling paradigm has obvious improvement in optimization eﬃciency and quality compared with the CSAACO
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Initialize the ant colony, place all ants on the node respectively, and the initial pheromones on all paths are the same;
Iteration times NC � 0;
Calculate the probability of each ant choosing the next crawling node, and crawl to the next node according to the calculation results;
Update the pheromone on the path between adjacent nodes;
Update the pheromone on the entire path after all ants crawl the entire path;
Iteration times NC � NC + 1;
Iterationmax : then, output the optimal logistics distribution path;
ALGORITHM 1: Establishing the optimal logistics distribution path optimization problem corresponding to the directed graph.

Table 2: Parameters setting of the IACO approach.
Symbol
α
β
ρ
ω
ξ
ψ
Iterationmax
N
M
q

Description
1
3
0.4
0.33
0.33
0.33
300
21
8
125

Value
Pheromone factor
Expected heuristic factor
Pheromone volatility
Weight coeﬃcient of transport time
Weight coeﬃcient of transport cooling
Weight coeﬃcient of mean road patency
Maximization iterations
Total number of customer points
Total number of distribution vehicles
Total distribution vehicle capacity

Figure 2: Customer location information map in Guangzhou (brown points).

algorithm and ACO method. Especially as the service customer scale expands unceasingly, the proposed algorithm
can more eﬀectively deal with the scheduling problem of
logistics distribution time-consuming and poor quality, the
advantages are better reﬂected, the IACO scheduling paradigm is presented in this paper under the condition of the
same customer scale task, shorten the time of the distribution tasks eﬀectively, reduce the transportation path
distance, accelerate the algorithm convergence speed, and
maximize the enhanced eﬃciency of the logistics industry as
a whole and distribution.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the total amount of iterations for the IACO algorithm to ﬁnd the optimal logistics
distribution path was signiﬁcantly less than that for traditional ACO and CSAACO, which accelerated the solving
eﬃciency of the optimal logistics distribution path. Therefore, the IACO algorithm can be applied to the solution of
large-scale logistics distribution path design problems, and
its practical application scope is more extensive. Moreover,
the convergence speed is much faster, so the path scheduling
algorithm in this paper is exceeded by the basic ACO from
both convergence speed and the comparison of the results.
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116

Optimal path length (km)

Optimal path length (km)

117

115
114
113
112
111
1

2

3

4

80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
1

5

2

3

4

Number

6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Number

IACO

IACO

ACO

ACO
CSAACO

Figure 3: The optimal logistics distribution path length
comparison.

5

CSAACO

Figure 4: Comparison of iteration times of optimal logistics
distribution path.

1000
800
Optimal solution

The problem that the basic ACO is easy to stop at the locally
optimal solution is eﬀectively solved in the improved
algorithm.
It can be seen in Figure 4 that the IACO scheduling
paradigm presented in this paper has great advantages and
proves the correctness and eﬀectiveness of the IACO algorithm. This example is solved in the simple case of a single
logistics distribution center. If there are multiple logistics
distribution centers, it is only necessary to divide the distribution centers into diﬀerent regions through the decomposition method and then solve them independently.
The resulting solution may not be the global optimal solution, but it is still very eﬀective and feasible.
Besides, the total amount of iterations for the IACO
scheduling paradigm to ﬁnd the optimal logistics distribution path is signiﬁcantly less than that for the CSAACO and
ACO algorithm as seen in Figure 4, which speeds up the
solving eﬃciency of the optimal logistics distribution path
and can be applied to deal with the design scheduling
problem of large-scale logistics distribution path, so the
practical application scope is more extensive.
Through the analysis of Figure 5, the appropriate
combination of selected parameter values is conducive to
obtaining the optimal solution. Therefore, in practical
problems, appropriate parameters should be selected
according to the actual deployment situation for diﬀerent
problems. To sum up, the optimal search eﬀect was best
when α � 1, β � 3, ρ � 0.4, and the optimal path distance
was 880 km.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the optimal path length
IACO algorithm lies in an 880 km, and convergence speed is
fast, so both form the convergence speed and carry on the
comparison to the ﬁnal result; this IACO scheduling paradigm is better than the basic ant colony algorithm, which is
easy to stall on the local optimal solution of the problem in

600
400
200
0
(1, 3, 0.4)(1, 3, 0.6)(2, 2, 0.4)(2, 2, 0.6)(3, 1, 0.4)(3, 1, 0.6)
Value of α, β , ρ

Figure 5: Eﬀect of α, β, ρ on path planning.

the improved algorithm which has been eﬀectively solved.
As seen from Figure 5, the IACO scheduling paradigm in
this paper has great advantages and also proves the correctness and eﬀectiveness of the improved ant colony
algorithm.

6. Conclusions
The problem of route choice of logistics transportation is
crucial to the transportation cost, time, and eﬃciency of
logistics enterprises, and it is a diﬃcult problem faced by all
logistics industries. It is of great practical value to analyze the
optimal logistics distribution path. To solve some problems
existing in the current logistics distribution path, design
method is proposed in this paper based on the IACO algorithm of the optimal design method of logistics distribution path, at the same time, to join based on the transport
time factor, transport cooling factor, and mean road patency
factor, improved pheromone update methods, which
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changed the logistics path transition probability, and
compared with the traditional ACO scheduling approach
and CSAACO scheduling approach, the outstanding results
show that the IACO algorithm can obtain the ideal logistics
distribution path, and the search eﬃciency is high and has a
very wide application prospect. Its superior performance is
embodied in that it increases the global optimization ability,
shortens the distribution path, reduces the cost of distribution for logistics enterprises, improves distribution eﬃciency, and promotes the rapid development of the logistics
industry.
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